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Namexif is a free EXIF data renamer, a simple yet efficient application. It reads EXIF data, and can rename your images according to the details. Use this tool to rename
multiple pictures, with names based on your preferences. Major Features: ✔ Reads and displays EXIF data. ✔ Select the source and destination directory for renaming.
✔ Rename and move images, as well as create a new directory with image files. ✔ Autofill. ✔ Names will include EXIF data. ✔ Supports 64-bit Windows. ✔ Useful

information. ✔ NFO (Help file) file. ✔ No ads and no spyware. ✔ 32-bit and 64-bit versions. ✔ In case of any problems, contact us Related News: December 13 23 Free
EXIF Data Editor for Windows Free EXIF Data Editor for Windows is a handy application that can easily read and write EXIF tags. It is easy to use, fast and reliable.

When you save the image, all tags will be added into the image, you can choose which tags to be saved. What is EXIF? EXIF stands for Exchangeable Image File Format,
and it is an image format. It is very popular with digital cameras, and many digital photo editing software... Free EXIF Data Editor for Mac OSX Free EXIF Data Editor
for Mac OSX is a handy application that can easily read and write EXIF tags. It is easy to use, fast and reliable. When you save the image, all tags will be added into the
image, you can choose which tags to be saved. What is EXIF? EXIF stands for Exchangeable Image File Format, and it is an image format. It is very popular with digital

cameras, and many digital photo editing software... Free EXIF Data Editor for Android Free EXIF Data Editor for Android is a handy application that can easily read and
write EXIF tags. It is easy to use, fast and reliable. When you save the image, all tags will be added into the image, you can choose which tags to be saved. What is EXIF?
EXIF stands for Exchangeable Image File Format, and it is an image format. It is very popular with digital cameras, and many digital photo editing software... November
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Applikation Namexif is an EXIF data based image renaming tool to rename JPEG, JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP, REB, and more. You can easily rename multiple pictures
according to your will. What's New in Version 2.1.6: - Full screen mode, highlight the window to hide the tooltips- A lot of enhancements and fixes. Ratings 1/5 - (3
votes) Be the first to vote for Namexif Namexif - Key Features: A set of criteria to name the pictures according to, allowing you to rename hundreds of pictures at once.
This has a direct impact on your work, but is not to be taken as a serious alternative to any professional tools. In case you don't want to use a professional tool, you can
manually add the parameters and their values, or rely on a "smart" process. You can also modify the EXIF data that the pictures carry, however, the result isn't always as
good as one would hope. Picture selection can be achieved through a drag and drop interface, a browse window, or by opening a folder and selecting all pictures in it. The
application will produce an overview of all files, and let you clear the selection. All of the information necessary for the name is included in the EXIF data, and you can
view it along with the pictures through the preview and info windows. This way you get an idea of what the end result will be. There's a high chance you will end up with
a bad end result, as the supported data is limited and the editing options aren't perfect. To get the most out of the application you'll need to constantly look for the EXIF
data, and ensure the results are correct. Description by the Developer: Applikation Namexif is an EXIF data based image renaming tool to rename JPEG, JPG, PNG, GIF,
BMP, REB, and more. You can easily rename multiple pictures according to your will. What's New in Version 2.1.6: - Full screen mode, highlight the window to hide the
tooltips- A lot of enhancements and fixes. What's New in Version 2.0.5: - Minor bugfixes. What's New in Version 2.0.4: - Bugfix: Keyboard shortcuts won't work

What's New In?

You’re about to rename a bunch of pictures! Features: Import and export of pictures via drag and drop Import of pictures by browsing Export of pictures in multiple
image formats Convert JPEG, JPEG, JPG, JPEG, REB, RIP, GIF, BMP, PNG Automatically rename images according to specific details Manual rename of images
Manual rename according to full EXIF data Simple steps lead to successful renaming Super easy to use Handles more than 30 images at once EXIF data is properly saved
Optimal interface Quick and easy to use Small file size List of the programs competing in this category: Publisher's Description: The best way to rename images.
Supports over 30 formats of pictures. Automatically searches for EXIF data. And more. Namexif can rename all of your images according to their EXIF data. It supports
30 image formats (JPEG, JPG, JEF, J2E, GIF, BMP, PNG). In addition to that, the program supports almost all EXIF tags. Also supports almost all image editing
functions, such as resize, rotate, crop, rotate, cut, paste, resize, flip, add, remove, etc. Namexif is easy to use. It is a simple wizard-based application. It needs no
complicated and time-consuming set up. It supports the XMP. You can set the XMP manually. You can select the photo by clicking right mouse button. You can add a tag
you want to rename to the tag field. You can add more than one tag and change the priority of tags. This application can rename more than one image. You can add to the
list and delete the selected files or folders. You can add more than one file or folder to the list. You can drag and drop the files and folders. You can select a file, a folder,
or a disk of the entire folder. You can use the "File" menu or the "Format" menu to rename. You can change the priority of the tags. You can set the file name of the
output file. You can rename the extension of the output file. You can change the date and time to rename. You can change the time zone of the date and time. The file
name and the extension can be changed. You can select the time zone of the file name. You can select the format of the output file. You can set the image quality of the
output file. You can set the image compression of the output file. You can change the copyright of the file. You can add image information to the file. You can add photo
information to the file. You can add more than one file or folder to the list. You can find
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System Requirements For Namexif:

To run SHOTGUNS on computers with Intel/AMD CPUs, you will need to disable: AMD-V (if you have an AMD processor) and Turbo CORE TLB cache prefetching
Shader/Texture cache prefetching This can be done in the following way: Edit the file: C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\SteamApps\common\BattleField
1943\bf1943_keygen_steam_patch.ini and change the value of: sh
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